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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to investigate the syntactic / semantic substructures (called subgroups) of the Romanian verbal group (VG) [12], or verbal complex [25], starting with the achievements in the literature, and melted into the device of direct and inverse functional projection within FX-bar theory [7]. The paper examines several problems and their solutions for the syntactic-semantic theories of VG, as discussed in some fundamental papers, and we offer our explanation on the involved syntactic phenomena, the emphasis falling on the VG substructures (verbal subgroups, VSGs), VSG boundaries and composition within VG, direct and inverse FX-bar projections of VG, VG parsing, lexical semantics and intensional / extensional logic representations of the Romanian (verbal or nominal) predicate.
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1 Introduction

The aim of this paper is to investigate the syntactic / semantic substructures of the Romanian verbal group (VG), or verbal complex [1], [25], [16], starting from the instruments and current achievements in the literature, and melted into the device of (direct and inverse) FX-bar projections and theory [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [12], [13]. Since [8]
we separated within the verbal group (VG) the so-called default verbal group, denoted then as verbal group kernel (VGK), that substructure of VG which may commute with its proper, ‘outside’ adverb, and does not enclose this modifier. The same VG / VGK substructure has been described in more detail as the inside part of the verbal complex [1], with its inside (special) adverbs (mai, cam, prea, și, tot) and outside negations and adverbs. In the present paper, the proper syntactic / semantic substructures of VG (together with VGK) shall be called verbal subgroups (VSGs).

Examples of VGs [10], [11]. VGK is represented in parentheses, included in VG; the unaccentuated pronouns (pronominal clitics) are in italics: “nu că (nu mi-l va mai și plăci) greu; (nu-i cunoașteam); (li se cereau); (își mai recâștâie); (Ai consultat); (ar fi simțit); (i se așternea); (să se întâmpine); (nu se putea abține); (n-o putea lua); (Nu i-ar fi trecut); (să poată afla); (să te intimideze); (să vă văd lucrând) ”.

As [1] remarks rightfully, VG provides both an outside (nu_1) negation and an inside (nu_2) negation (e.g. nu_1 să nu_2 te duci), which can be interpreted as outside VG and inside VGK quantifiers. Similarly, there exist as VG inside modifiers the special adverbs (mai, cam, prea, și, tot), and the proper, VG outside adverbs (nu_1 să nu_2 te tot_2 duci imediat_1). The structure of VGK as the “inside” of VG, with a syntactic head (the tense auxiliary, bearing the number and person, when present lexically) and a semantic one (the predication head verb, often called also the matrix, or lexical, or embedded verb), with clitics ‘inside’ and semantic (direct) arguments ‘outside’) the VGK, this verbal structure is playing an essential role in the development of the lexical predication.

VG may be seen as the ‘last’ shell of VGK, while the contents of VGK may be interpreted as the clause-shadow (of the regular clause) that projects itself onto the clause, as well as representing the projection(s) of the lexical-semantic head bearing the predicationality feature (e.g. [8]), using diathesis transformations and semantic diathesis functions associated with semantic restrictions on predication arguments (see [16], [23], [24], [1], [21]). Furthermore, along with its finite or non-finite predicational head, the VG may contain (some) other verbs,
including tense and passive auxiliaries, semi-auxiliaries, and restructuring (*modal, aspectual, motion*) verbs. Our goal is to investigate the VG syntactic-semantic substructures (Verbal SubGroups – VSGs), the relationship VG-predication-predicate, and whether a VG contains a single or a multiple predicate (thus clause, thus potential discourse segment).

This paper will examine several problems and their solutions for the syntactic theories of VG, as discussed in some fundamental papers such as [25], [16], [1], [21], and we shall try to offer our approach on the involved syntactic phenomena, the emphasis falling on the lexical semantics and intensional / extensional logic representations, our interests being mainly oriented towards VG parsing, VG substructures (VSGs), VSG composition and their FX-bar projections, VG phonology and (local) prosody [25; Chap.9], [14], [15].

### 1.1 The Classical Predication vs. Lexical Predications

The *classical predication* pair (Subject, Predicate) can be viewed as just *one of the facets* of the VG (verbal complex) whose semantic head bears the *predicality feature* PREDF [8], the other ones, equally righted as “classical predications”, being instantiated by the predicational verb (lemmatized form), endowed with clitic(s) as affixed inflexion(s), which are obligatory present when their valence-commanded arguments are personalized or focused (*i.e. theta*-disordered), doubled or not by the corresponding semantic arguments. Thus, the classical predication pair corresponds to the subject theta-role of “actor” or “actant”, while the other “classical” predications may associate, valence-driven, the theta-roles of “patient” and/or “receiver” and/or “addressee” to semantic arguments (but not adjuncts!). All these are commanded (or not) by the presence (or absence) of the PREDF predicational feature, assigned at the *lexical level*, to the semantic head in VG.

In a *first move*, the classical predication pair (Subject, Predicate) should be reduced to the pair (Subject, PREDF_{verb}) corresponding to the *theta*-role of “actor” or “actant” in the valence-driven SUBCAT (or ARG-ST vector [26]), with 1 to 3 semantic ar-
arguments. It is important to specify that there exist normally at least two SUBCAT lists: SUBCAT\textsubscript{oblique order}, containing the syntactic arguments of the PRED\textsubscript{verb}, in the order of increasing obliqueness, and SUBCAT\textsubscript{theta order}, enclosing the arguments in the theta-order (or systemic order) for the valence-based arguments of PRED\textsubscript{verb}. Usually, (only) for the active voice and a normal semantics of predicationality, these arguments should coincide.

In a second move, to this first classical predication are added, equally righted in the theta-semantics, the following similar "classical" predications (Figure 1):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJ\textsubscript{oblique order} to PRED\textsubscript{verb}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[VG Tense Aspect]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textbf{Semantic Diathesis}(SUBJ, OBJD, OBJI) = (\theta(SUBJ), \theta(OBJD), \theta(OBJI))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreement(SUBJ, Inflection_VG)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OBJD\textsubscript{oblique order} to PRED\textsubscript{verb}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[VG Tense Aspect]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textbf{Semantic Diathesis}(SUBJ, OBJD, OBJI) = (\theta(SUBJ), \theta(OBJD), \theta(OBJI))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreement(OBJD, CliticOBJD_VG)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OBJI\textsubscript{oblique order} to PRED\textsubscript{verb}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[VG Tense Aspect]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textbf{Semantic Diathesis}(SUBJ, OBJD, OBJI) = (\theta(SUBJ), \theta(OBJD), \theta(OBJI))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreement(OBJI, CliticOBJI_VG)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. All the extended, valence-based ‘classical’ predications

In Figure 1, SUBJ, OBJD, OBJI represents the syntactic categories of subject and direct arguments (direct and oblique complements), respectively. The \textbf{Semantic Diathesis} function, depending on the valence-value of the predicational verb at the lexicon level, \textit{links} (in the sense of \textit{linking theory} [28]) the grammatical (syntactic) arguments SUBJ, OBJD, OBJI (sometimes, OBJD2 at the shallow level) to their semantic, theta roles (e.g. Actant, Patient, Addressee etc.) \theta(SUBJ),
\( \theta(\text{OBJD}), \theta(\text{OBJI}) \). The Agreement function establishes anaphoric local bindings between the verb inflection and its object (pronominal) clitics, on one hand, and the syntactic (SUBJ, OBJD, OBJI) arguments, respectively, on the other hand.

These are the new ‘traditional’ predications, with their real engine, viz. the predication feature \( \text{PREDF} \), installed on the (lexical) verb head of the verbal group VG. Similarly, non-finite forms of \( \text{PREDF} \) verbs may be associated to those \( Ns \) (Nouns called nominalizations) and/or \( As \) (Adjectives or Adverbs) that bear the feature \( \text{PREDF} \).

In the ‘classical’ predications above, clitics may lack when the semantic arguments are of non-person or non-animate nature but are lexically present. This does not change the ‘equivalence’ of these newly devised valence-based predications. Such an interpretation of the VG structure has consequences in establishing the FX-bar (direct and inverse) VG projections (see the outlined solutions considered in the subsection 2.2 devoted to the problem of VG local structure and its FX-bar projections).

The problem of ‘classical’ predication(s) in HPSG theory [2], or the problem of the special role of the subject in the SUBCAT list of HPSG [26; Chap.9] are solved in the linguistic feature structures in Figure 1 above as follows: the feature \( \text{Semantic-Diathesis} \) (SUBJ, OBJD, OBJI) is not an elementary (atomic) feature value but a function, defined as follows: the input of the function is the VG shallow, syntactic diathesis, represented by the above mentioned SUBCAT_{\text{obj/ \_order}}, while the output (value) of the function is the VG semantic diathesis, viz. SUBCAT_{\text{theta/ \_order}} list. This solution forces the subject-actor and the subject-least-oblique element (or grammatical subject) to take each one its own right place, in the right (possibly distinct) ordering.

Briefly, the values of the function \( \text{Semantic-Diathesis} \) are established as follows: the input value is represented by the tense and syntactic diathesis resulted from theVG shallow parsing. The output, or the value of the \( \text{Semantic-Diathesis} \) function, is obtained from the lexicon, where the head verb (predication) meaning is represented by specific standard lists of semantic arguments corresponding to the valence of that specific predicational category, and the syntactic diathesis
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is transformed into a certain particular list of semantic arguments corresponding to the tense, diathesis, and predicational meaning of that (verb) category. (See the mechanism of \( dt \) and \( sd \) functions in subsections 2.2 and 2.3, defined to make operational the FX-bar direct and inverse projections of VGK.)

In Figure 2 of the FX-bar scheme for \textit{local structures}, the local (single-event) levels X0-X1-X2 express the \textit{clause predication} depending on basic, lexical categories \( V, N, A \), while the levels CL0-CL1-CL2 express logical or \textit{(second-order) predicational relations} on simple clauses.

1.2 Handing Down the Predication from Syntax into Lexis

The feature that we called \textit{Predicationality} [8] borne at the \textit{lexical} (even \textit{lexicon}) level by the major lexical categories \( N, V, A \), corresponds to what in the literature is called (more frequently, among other labels) as the \textit{deverbal} property, or \textit{deverbalility}, of these categories. For an extended survey and analysis of this notion and its syntactic-semantic consequences, see [8]. We avoid the term \textit{deverbalility} because its meaning is \textit{not necessarily specific} to Vs since this essential lexical-semantics feature is \textit{equally shared} by Vs, Ns and As! Moreover, there are (classes of) verbs which do not bear this property, \textit{e.g.} the \textit{copulative} ones. The feature of \textit{Predicationality} is assigned to those finite or non-finite Vs, Ns (often called \textit{nominalizations}), and As, whose meaning involves a \textit{process} event or \textit{process} name. We abbreviated this feature as PRED(ication)F(eature), with two main values, PROC(ess) and STAT(e) (or EXIST).

We are mainly interested by those major categories providing a first-order predicational feature, thus associated with first-order predicates whose arguments are noun groups (NGs) and not new finite VGs or VSGs. This is the \textit{straight} or \textit{canonical} type of predication, since there also exist second-order predications, \textit{e.g.} as those assigned modal, inchoative, semi-auxiliary (or “restructuring” [25], \textit{i.e.} \textit{modal, aspectual, motion}) verbs. Thus it is important not only the valence (number of
arguments) of a predicational category but also the sort-type of these arguments.

The classical notion of *predication* is known to be the pair (*Subject, Predicate*), an essentially syntactic concept meant to support the finite clause (proposition) structure. The predicate, either synthetic or analytic, encloses both *process* verbs and *state* verbs (the latter case for the nominal predicate) indiscernibly, despite the fact that only process (predicational) verbs entail a semantic argument-based syntactic distribution, corresponding to a proper *valence*. Furthermore, the feature of *predicationality* (or * deverbality*) is equally shared not only by process verbs but also by nominals Ns and modifiers As that are (in terms of lexical semantics) siblings of the corresponding predicational verbs, these non-verbal categories having a similar syntactic distribution of semantic arguments, with the same valence as their predicational, verbal counterparts.

Thus, the feature of *predicationality*, as a lexical semantics quality, is not necessarily related to the predicate (which is a syntactic construction): in the nominal *predicate*, the copulative verb is not a predicational one. The same goes for the auxiliaries incorporated within the VG, whose tense is based on compound syntactic constructions. This does not exclude, in the nominal *predicate*, that the predicative nominal (as semantic head of the construction) bears the feature of predicationality. E.g., the predicative nominals *explanation, marking, receiving* etc. (which are *predicational nouns*) in the nominal predicates of the clauses *This is John’s explanation* (*marking, receiving...*) of the notion ... .

These reasons support the idea of handing down the notion of *predication* from its classical, syntactic level, to the lexical, word level of *representation* and *analysis*. The lexical semantics feature of *predicationality* (PRED) has sometimes a contextual usefulness since the same word may, or may not, bear the feature PRED, the process meaning depending on its contextual use. For instance, the noun *building* in languages such as English, French, Romanian, may have both the meaning of a process, with [PRED +] (or simply, PRED), and the meaning of an object (in this case, the process result), with [PRED −]
(or STAT, or EXIST, or simply NPREDF values).

2 FX-bar Schemes and the Predicational Feature

We propose in Fig. 2 the following general FX-bar scheme [11] for (local and global) clause-level and RST discourse structures [22]. This FX-bar scheme is using the SCD marker classes and their graph-type hierarchy, an essential instrument to represent clause-level syntactic-semantic structures and to establish their (local and global level) dependencies, including VG as the representative structure for the verbal predicate and (finite) clause. In the same time, there exist global structures whose constructive bricks are not necessarily the finite-clause but the rhetorical discourse-segment of the RST discourse theory [22]. The dashed lines in Fig. 2 represent the special cases when a discourse segment is a proper subclause span and when a discourse segment splits a clause.

Compared to the version of FX-bar scheme exposed in [11], the novelty of this FX-bar scheme consists in the syntactic presence of traces I, J, K that corresponds to the valence of the VG semantic head, and embodies the (local) anaphoric agreement (and linking relations [28]) between VG and its theta-semantics direct arguments (Agent, Patient-Object, and Receiver-Recipient). The index I represents the inflection of a semantic or syntactic verb head in VG that is in concord with the grammatical subject of the clause, while J and K, when lexically (overt) present, are pronominal clitics. Comprising the VG direct-argument (or linking) indices within the VG syntax represents an effective need in VG FX-bar projection and comes into play when applying the linking algorithms [28], fortifying the idea of viewing VG as the clause-shadow structure.

2.1 FX-bar Direct and Inverse Projections of VG

In the next subsection 2.2 we introduce diathesis transformations and semantic diathesis functions as useful tools in describing the lexical
Figure 2. Global (clause and discourse) level FX-bar Scheme

Predication metamorphosis from syntactic (shallow) diathesis to semantic diathesis as a top-down and bottom-up movement, from text to lexicon and backward. This mechanism may also be understood as procedures of direct and inverse FX-bar projection procedures of VG toward its (predicational) semantic head and to the clause, derived from the diathesis analysis (as in [20]), stated as solutions to the following VG FX-bar projection (Figure 2) problems:

FX-bar(VG): The problem of FX-bar direct projection of VG: To show how the clause-shadow information (see above) incorporated into VG is (directly) FX-bar projected into a (finite or non-finite) regular clause.

FX-bar−1(VG): The problem of FX-bar inverse projec-
tion of VGK: To obtain an improved linguistic mechanism by which a predicational category (from the lexicon) is FX-bar projected on VG (VGK). This means to establish the FX-bar inverse projection FX-bar\(^{-1}\)(VG) for VG, i.e. the morphologic-phonologic-syntactic-semantic restrictions on the (predicational) semantic head of VG that are necessary (and sufficient) to retrieve the VG (or VGK) local structure through FX-bar (direct) projection of its semantic head. The two projection functions are outlined in Figure 3.

The FX-bar inverse projection associates to VG a number of (possibly covert) semantic heads, corresponding to the meaning(s) of the lexical head entry, each semantic head observing the set of \(sd\) and \(dt\) functions and values, along with phonologic, lexical, morphologic, syntactic and semantic restrictions at lexical level on arguments, clitics, doubling etc. [29].

This is the starting point in the process of text generation task, when the first requirement is to generate one or several adequate VGs, satisfying the planning restrictions. For clause analysis / generation, the parsed VG (as clause-shadow) or the obtained VG(s) is FX-bar projected into one (or more) finite or non-finite clause(s), with its (their) arguments, constructed lexically from diathesis computations and linguistic restrictions.

2.2 Diathesis Transformations and Semantic Diathesis Functions

The definition given to the diatheses considers either the syntactic rapport between the subject and the verb complement(s), as arguments of the same predicational head category, either an ontological rapport between the action and its author, or even both realities. [3; p.87–91] distinguishes between active, passive, impersonal reflexive, and dynamical reflexive diatheses, according to the importance given by the speaker to the action presented. [19; p. 464] considers the realities between the syntactic positions (subject – verb – complement) and their semantic correspondences, (actant-process-patient). [17; p. 13–22] takes into account for the diathesis definitions, the reflection at the semantic level of
the verb of the extralinguistic rapport subject-action-object, meaning both the syntactic rapport verb-subject and the verb-complement one.

Figure 3. FX-bar projections of VGK, from text to lexicon and backwards

We try to solve the above mentioned problems of FX-bar direct and inverse projections for VG / VGK by defining diathesis transformations and semantic diathesis functions, following mainly the semantic diatheses (active, passive, reflexive, reciprocal, impersonal, and dynamic) developed in [20; p. 85-115]. The information sources for the projection processes are (a) VG / VGK parsing on one side, from which one can extract VG tense, syntactic (shallow) diathesis, (predicational or not) semantic head, clitics, quantifiers, internal and external (proper) modifiers, modalizers (Figure 3). With these elements, one moves down towards lexicon, where one should find (b) the second source of information: the valence (arity), type (sort, e.g. NG, VG, clause) of the VG semantic head, the diathesis transformations, and the values of the semantic diathesis functions. Necessary (and sufficient, if possible) constraints can be specified to ensure the uniqueness of the FX-bar projection(s), either direct or inverse, of a semantic head, through a VG, into a (finite) clause, and the reverse [8]. These constraints are similar to those met in local linking algorithms [28], including the diathesis (ARGLIST) transformations, i.e. VG semantic diatheses related to the TFA (Topic-Focus Articulation) ordering of clause arguments [18], [14].
The following Table 1 shows the mappings of the argument lists within the syntactic / semantic diathesis metamorphosis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SynD SemD</th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Passive</th>
<th>Reflexive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Active    | $dt([A1, A2, (A3)\star])$  
$\uparrow* [A1, A2, (A3)]$ | $\emptyset$ | $dt([A1\equiv\text{RefPron}, A2, O])$  
(analysiss) $\uparrow$ (generation)  
$[A1, A2, O]$ |
| Passive   | $\emptyset$ | $dt([A1, A2, (A3)],)$  
$\uparrow[A2, A1, (A3)]$ | $dt([A1, A2\equiv\text{RefPron}, (A3)])$  
$\uparrow[X1***, A1\equiv A2, (A3)]$ |
| Reflexive | $\emptyset$ | $\emptyset$ | $dt([A1, A2\equiv A1, O])$  
$\uparrow[A1, A2\equiv A1, O]$ |
| Reciprocal| $\emptyset$ | $\emptyset$ | $dt([A1\equiv\text{RefPron}, (A2), O])$  
$\uparrow[A1\equiv\{X1, X2\}$  
$\{[X1, A2, X2], [X2, A2, X1]\}$ |
| Impersonal | $\emptyset$ | $\emptyset$ | $dt([A1\equiv\text{RefPron}, (A2), O])$  
$\uparrow[X1, (A1), (A2)]$ |
| Dynamic | $\emptyset$ | $\emptyset$ | $dt([A1\equiv\text{RefPron}, (A2), O])$  
$\uparrow[A1\equiv X1, (A2), O]$ |

* $\downarrow\uparrow$ = analysis “↓” and “↑” generation tasks;

** $A_n$ = argument optionally present;

*** $X = $ uninstantiated variable introduced to support semantically an argument;

The notation “$(A1)\equiv\text{RefPron}$” means that the argument $A1$ is optionally present, the reflexive pronoun is overt (lexically present), and (clitic) doubling is possible.

The notation “$dt([A1\equiv\text{RefPron}, (A2), O]) \downarrow[X1, (A1), (A2)]$” means that the semantic diathesis function $sd$ (category, clitics, syntactic diathesis, valence) is applied to the Reflexive diathesis list $[(A1)\equiv\text{RefPron}, (A2), O]$, the result being the semantic Impersonal diathesis list $[X1, (A1), (A2)]$ (see Table 1).

The diathesis transformation functions $dt(List_0) = dt_1 = List_1$ map
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the list of syntactic (grammatical, shallow) arguments (corresponding to SUBCAT_{object,order}), into the list of semantic arguments corresponding to SUBCAT_{theta,order}. The result of transforming a syntactic diathesis into a semantic one is not a unique operation, and Table 1 gives the general dt functions, as a mapping of the three syntactic diatheses into the six semantic ones, and backwards. For a lexicon entry, the semantic diathesis functions take the form:

\[ sd(\text{category, clitics, syntactic}_{\text{diathesis, valence}}) = \{dt_1, dt_2, ..., dt_n\}, \] (n = 1 ÷ 6), where \( dt_1 = dt(\text{List}_0) \), \( dt_2 = dt(\text{List}_1) \), \( dt_3 = dt(\text{List}_2) \), ..., accordingly to the lexical semantics meanings (readings) derived from the VG head category and additional information resulted from the VG parsing.

2.3 Diathesis Computing within FX-bar Projections of VG

As already mentioned in subsection 2.2, the semantic diathesis function is defined as \( sd(\text{category, clitics, syntactic}_{\text{diathesis, valence}}) = \{dt_1, dt_2, ..., dt_n\} \), n = 1 ÷ 6.

Using the verb \textit{a-se-uița} (to look at) as example, the computation of dt and sd function values is realized in the following steps, derived from the operation sequence of FX-bar direct and inverse projections:

**Step1.** Extracting an \textit{a-se-uița} derived VGK from a concrete but arbitrary clause that encloses it;

**Step2.** Handing down to the lexicon, with the semantic head of that VGK;

**Step3.** Computing the sd and the dt function values;

**Step4.** Retrieval of the same VGK as FX-bar projection of (one of the meanings of) \textit{a-se-uița} semantic head, associated with the semantic diathesis computed values of dt and sd functions;

**Step5.** FX-bar projection of the VG into the n possible clause types, n corresponding to the number of (diathesis transformation) dt functions.

After choosing a VGK from an arbitrary clause in the text, VGK is completely parsed, being obtained the VG extracted semantic head,

---

1The analysis of this subsection may also be found in [RevRoum06]
tense, syntactic diathesis, clitics etc. The next move is to step down with the VGK semantic head at the lexicon level, where the semantic diathesis transformations and restrictions are located. In our case, the following $sd$ function value:

$$sd(se-uita, \text{ReflPron.sce, reflexive, 2}) = \{\text{active, reflexive, impersonal}\} = \{dt_1, dt_2, dt_3\}$$

has to be found, meaning that the reflexive syntactic diathesis of $a-se-uita$ (to-look-at) can be translated into the active, reflexive, and impersonal semantic diatheses. From the above $sd$ values, using Table 1, one can compute the following values of $dt$ functions:

$$dt_1(\text{reflexive}) = \text{active} \Leftrightarrow dt_1([A1\equiv \text{ReflPron}, A2, 0]) \downarrow [A1, A2, 0]$$

$$dt_2(\text{reflexive}) = \text{reflexive} \Leftrightarrow dt_2([A1, A2=A1, 0]) \downarrow [A1, A2=A1, 0]$$

$$dt_3(\text{reflexive}) = \text{impersonal} \Leftrightarrow dt_3([A1\equiv \text{ReflPron}, A2, 0]) \downarrow [X1, (A1), (A2)]$$

Since the valence of $a-se-uita$ is 2, the resulted lists are reduced from 3 to 2 elements, the final value of $sd$ being:

$$sd(se-uita, \text{ReflPron.sce, reflexive, 2}) = \{[A1, A2], [A1, A2=A1], [X1, (A1)]\}$$

Due to different semantic diatheses, clause types with distinct readings are potentially parsed (in analysis task) or produced (in generation task). The following examples show the non-uniqueness for the $sd$ function values at the lexical semantics level.

(1)(R) Se uită la fratele lui. ($\text{sem. diathesis} = \text{active}$)

(E) He looks at his brother.

(2)(R) Se uită în fața televizorului ore în șir.

($\text{sem. diath.} = \text{reflexive}$)

(E) He forgets himself in front of the TV.

(3)(R) Se uită desenii semnificația zilei de 24 ianuarie.

($\text{sem. diath.} = \text{impersonal}$)

(E) The significance of 24 January is often forgotten.

For a complete treatment of the verb $a-ui\tilde{a}$, we describe hereafter the non-reflexive counterpart of its lexicon entry. The $sd$ and $dt$ functions may have, for instance, (some of) the following values for the (non-reflexive) $a-ui\tilde{a}$ (to-forget) entry:

$$sd(uita, \text{Acc.Clitic, active, 2}) = \{\text{active}\}$$
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\( sd(\text{uita}, 0, \text{passive}, 2) = \{\text{passive}\}. \)

The feature of argument optionality is transferred from larger to smaller number of arguments. These \(sd\) and \(dt\) computed values can be lexicalized in clause constructions like:

(4)(R) \textit{Ion a uitat-o pe Maria. (sem. diath. = active)}

(E) John has forgotten Mary.

(5)(R) \textit{Geanta a fost uitat\u0259 de Ion. (sem. diath. = passive)}

(E) The bag was forgotten by John.

The mechanisms of computing syntactic and semantic diatheses on grammatical structures (from clause to VGK and its lexical semantic head – and backwards) viewed as FX-bar (direct or inverse) projections, and involving as essential incorporated element the \textit{predicational} feature they bear or inherit, substantiate our attempt of taking apart the machinery and anatomy of linguistic \textit{predication}.

The predication was handed down from the classical, syntactic level to the lexical, thus lexicon level, using mechanisms developed within FX-bar theory. The next Section 3 takes advantage of the lexical-level predication and FX-bar projections to propose a unified treatment of the (Romanian) predicate, either verbal or nominal, and to establish a consistent relationship between \textit{predication} and \textit{predicate} within the framework of \textit{intensional / extensional logic}. Local and global sentence / discourse parsing, machine translation, and FramNet thematic roles assigning [27] are natural applications of the present approach.

3 Syntactic Substructures of the Romanian Predicate

3.1 VSGs of the Verbal Predicate

A. The Tense Auxiliary SubGroup

The most frequent and natural VSG is the Tense Auxiliary SubGroup (TASG): \textit{voi fi, a\c{s} fi, am fi, sunt}. TASG is a non-saturated VSG that needs as semantic head a noun (N), adjective (Adj), or non-finite verb (V) form. For V finite forms, TASG is considered to be enclosed,
by default, within the synthetic inflection of the verb. TASG may receive the usual VG ingredients: special adverbs, negation. In its basic (bare) form, TASG cannot receive pronominal clitics (one can have “il- as fi” only in the presence of the 3-valued valence verbal form “dat”). TASG is non-predicational since its inner semantic head (in this priority order of occurrence) is either a copulative verb, passive auxiliary, or tense auxiliary. We shall use here TASG with the meaning of an (individual) assignment $x := y$, corresponding to the copulative relation between the terms $x$ and $y$ (as intensive or extensive variables or constants), in order to describe the intensional / extensional representations of the verbal and nominal predicate.

TASG is a natural verbal subgroup (VSG) of the Passive Tense Auxiliary SG (PTASG). (P)TASGs may have the same meaning of copular (assignment) relation, do receive special adverbs and negations, but they do not bear pronominal clitics (in their basic form). TASG and PTASG are both non-saturated, i.e. they need to receive a semantic head category, which is a non-finite verb, an adjective or a noun. Utterances such as “Am fost.” or “N-am putut.” (for modals) are verbal anaphora or anaphoric predicates.

PTASG may also contain variants of passive auxiliaries, conditional, passive conditional, etc. VSG types of TASGs.

B. The Modal Verb Subgroup

Another VG substructure refers to the Modal VSG (ModVSG). ModVSG derives normally from TASG, (not PTASG since one can not have “s-ar fi fost trebuit [putut]”), whose semantic head is a-putea, a-trebuie. One may have “[fej] pot; ar fi putut; s-ar fi putut; n-am fi trebuit”, with possible insertions of special adverbs and negations, but not pronominal clitics (in their bare forms). The modals (a-putea, a-trebuie) are predicational polymorphic verbs (i.e. whose predication orders or valences may be distinct for different senses). Thus, they may have as semantic arguments either predications of first or second order, saturated (clauses) or non-saturated (VGs) categories, or extensional categories.

Examples 3.1.1. (a) Am fi putut alerga. (b) Se poate că lumina
I-a speniat. (c) Îi trebuie apă [ca] să crescă. (d) N-ar trebui să putem cheltui toți bani. (e) Ar fi trebuit să nu mai poată trece granița.

One may have various types of arguments for the modal verb head of the ModVSG, including (modal) recursion on its syntactic development. Once again, these VSGs receive the usual lexical insertions.

C. Special cases (whose analysis deserves a more detailed discussion, postponed here): (a) Îi este ușor. (b) Îi voi fi coleg lui Ion. (c) Maria este colegă de clasa cu Ion. (d) Maria i-ar fi putut fi mamă loanei. Hierarchical relations (e.g. mother_of, colleague_of) may be triggered by relational (but still non-predicational) nouns. Notice once again that, in their basic form, (P)TASGs and ModSVGs are non-saturated, polymorphic, and do not receive object (pronominal) clitics.

D. However, the outcomes of applying the basic VG substructures (P)TASG and ModVSG to their semantic heads may receive pronominal clitics according to the corresponding head valences. Two remarks:

(D1) When the head is a non-finite VSG, the potential clitics corresponding to the head valence are attached to the corresponding ModVSG.

(D2) When VSG has a finite head, the latter embodies its own clitics. From these observations, an important question is derived: utterances such as

(a) Aș fi putut eu să i-o împrumut.
(b) Nu trebuia [ca] Maria să-l fi citit.

are biclausal (as supported in [16]) or monoclausal constructions (as defended in [25])? A detailed analysis to decide on this question should be necessary. It is not essential whether the “modal clause” is applied to a finite VG or to another clause, but to decide if utterances such as (c) “?Aș fi putut,” or (d) “?Nu trebuia.” are truly finite clauses, while (e) “Nu-i trebuia.” is definitely finite. Utterances (c) and (d) in the previous sentence are second-order non-saturated predications, i.e. receive as their argument a finite clause. The problem is: can this type of predications be assimilated to a finite clause?
Formally, the functional representation is clear: one has ModVSG (Finite_Clause) or ModVSG (Non_Finite_VSG). The linguistic interpretation as monoclausal or biclausal is controversial. Furthermore, we can have multimodal utterances such as: (f) Trebuia să poată să învețe. (g) Trebuia să poată învăța. (h) Se poate că lori nu trebuia să vină aici. We bet here on the monoclausal approach.

E. We definitely agreed on the necessity of completing the novel shape of the FX-bar scheme in Fig. 2 by representing the weak pronoun (clitics) or their traces (when covert) corresponding to the valence-based (direct) arguments of the VG predicational (semantic) head. Each VG semantic head should receive, either in overt or covert forms, adequate morphologic-syntactic devices to realize (local) anaphoric agreement with its valence-based arguments. For Romanian (and other syntactically similar languages), the classical inflection of the head verb and its (diathesis-free) agreement with the grammatical subject, as well as the (lexical or virtual) presence of the clitics semantically attached to the same VG semantic head, express exactly this linguistic reality. These clitics may naturally be viewed as multiple “inflections”, valence-commanded, of the same VG semantic head. When covert, these valence-driven extended inflections of the VG semantic head (viz. the proper inflection of the head verb and the VG clitics) behave as veritable “linking” devices [28], including the local anaphoric binding, case marking etc. When overt (the head verb inflection is always overt), the clitics should receive the same bundle of linguistic features as they bear when overt.

Another problem to be solved (for Romanian, at least) is the distribution of the VG linking indices (or VG inside clitics, see also Section 2), either they are overt or covert). More precisely, the problem is to establish under which Verbal SubGroups (VSGs) of the VG the clitics are distributed (among which we include, once again, the inflection corresponding to the VG semantic head, accorded with the grammatical subject of the same clause) and, equally important, under what syntactic-semantic constraints. Interesting examples concerning this problem on the syntax-phonology interface are given in [25 :Chap.5, 244, Ex. (426)a.b.c.].
3.2 An Intensional / Extensional Modelling of the Verbal and Nominal Predicate

Let us consider the following series of predicates (we do not specify whether verbal or nominal ones).

**Example 3.2.A. a fost prădată**

This VG is a *verbal predicate* in passive diathesis and *past tense*. “*prădată*”, the head to which is applied the TASS, is a (non-finite) intensional predicate of valence 3. E.g., the intensional representation of “*Lucrarea a fost prădată*” could be $\text{Lucrarea}(Y) := \text{past prădată}_{\text{passive}}(x, Y, z)$, where $Y$ is an extensive variable, while $x$ and $z$ are extensional predicates. Here we take the extensional (context-dependent) meaning of *Lucrarea*, but it may also have an intensional (predicational) sense: *Lucrarea cu migală a peretililor exteriori de către meșterii populari*...

**Example 3.2.B. a fost plecată**

This VG is a *nominal predicate* in the classical grammar. However, it may also be seen as a *verbal predicate* whose semantic head is a predication represented by a *non-transitive* (valence = 1) non-finite verb. Such a category has the representation $\text{plecată}(x(X))$, where $x$ is the extensional predicate, and $X$ is the extensional variable.

**Example 3.2.C. a fost frumoasă**

This is a clear *nominal predicate*, whose semantic head *frumoasă* is no more a predicational (intensional) category. Since any adjective, predicational or not, requires (at least one) *nominal* argument, written as the extensional predicate $x(X)$, the correct representation is $\text{frumoasă}(x(X))$, with $x$ an extensional predicate and $X$ an extensional variable.

**Example 3.2.D. a fost elevă**

This is a (classical) nominal predicate; the semantic head is representing the extensional predicate $\text{elevă}(X)$.

**Example 3.2.E. va fi trădarea**

This is also a *nominal predicate*, consisting of a TASS whose semantic head *prădată* is a *predicational noun* [8] (thus non-finite) category. The intensional representation is $\mathcal{P} := \text{future-past prădată}(x, y)$, where
\( P \) is an \textit{intensional variable} corresponding to the intensional predicate \textit{trădarea}, and \( x \) and \( y \) are \textit{extensional predicates} corresponding to the 2-valence predicational (albeit) nominal category \textit{trădarea}. For instance, \( P \) could represent the demonstrative pronoun (and \textit{intensional anaphora}, as it follows) \textit{Aceasta}, in the variant example: \textit{Aceasta a fost predarea}.

Recapitulating this series of examples, one may see the structure of the \textit{predicate} as a TASG applied to a verbal or nominal phrase whose \textit{non-finite} heads vary as follows:

- \textit{predatǎ} = predicational (intensional) V, valence-3, non-saturated; (Example 3.2.A)
- \textit{plecatǎ} = predicational (intensional) V, valence-1 (non-transitive), non-saturated; (Example 3.2.B)
- \textit{frumoasǎ} = non-predicational (extensional) A, non-saturated, requiring an (extensional predicate) nominal head; (Example 3.2.C)
- \textit{elevǎ} = non-predicational (extensional) N, saturated; (Example 3.2.D)
- \textit{trădarea} = predicational (intensional) N, 2-valence, non-saturated; (Example 3.2.E)

### 3.3 A Smooth Transition from Nominal to Verbal Predicate

**Examples 3.3.**  
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{Lucrarea a fost predatǎ.} is represented as \textit{lu-crarea}(Y) := \textit{past} \ predatǎ\textit{passive}(x, Y, z), where \( Y \) is an extensive variable, while \( x \) and \( z \) are intensive variables (Example 3.2.A).
  \item \textit{Ioana a fost plecatǎ.} is represented as \( A := \textit{past; act} \ \textit{diat} \ \textit{plecatǎ}(x(A)) \), where \( A \) is an extensive constant (\textit{Ioana}) and \( x \) is an extensional predicate.
  \item \textit{Ioana a fost frumoasǎ.} is represented as \( A := \textit{past; act diat} \ \textit{frumoasǎ}(x(A)) \), where \( x \) is an extensional predicate as nominal head, and \( A \) is an extensive constant (\textit{Ioana}).
\end{itemize}
d. *Eleva a fost frumoasă*, is represented as \( \text{eleva}(X) := \text{past; act} \ \text{frumoasă}(x(X)) \), where \( \text{eleva} \) and \( \text{frumoasă} \) are extensional predicates and \( X \) is an extensional variable.

e. *Eleva frumoasă este studentă*. is represented as \( \text{frumoasă} \left( \text{eleva}(X) \right) := \text{prea} \ \text{studentă}(X) \).

The transition point from the verbal predicate to the nominal predicate is located at Examples 3.2.B and 3.2.C (or 3.3.b and 3.3.c). As one can easily see, these predicates, although called verbal and nominal predicates, provide the same intensional / extensional representations, from different reasons: *plecată* is a predicational-intensional category but with a single extensional argument (being non-transitive), while *frumoasă*, is a non-predicational thus extensional category, being non-saturated, and requires an extensional predicate as its nominal head. These predicates do not provide, from natural causes, passive diathesis, which is an exclusive (possible) attribute of predicational categories with valence greater or equal than 2.

As in the case of FX-bar inverse projection of VG, from VGK towards (one of) its semantic heads [9], this function can not be specified without computing the VG semantic diathesis [12], relying basically on valence-arity and type-sort information of the semantic head (thus more than the simple presence of the predicational feature [8]). The same observation, as proved here, is true for distinguishing between verbal and nominal predicates, having the same lexical semantics based on intensional / extensional representations.

Furthermore, our approach provides an unitary taxonomy of the verbal and nominal predicate, based on intensional logic. Both constructions rely on (basic/applied) verbal subgroups (VSGs) that a VG is decomposed in, with tense auxiliary, copulative, modal, semi-auxiliary, restructuring head verbs. VSG substructures are (recursively) composing one another, using the predicational feature (including valence / sort of arguments, if necessary) and polymorphism of their semantic heads, to obtain complex FX-bar projections representing the VG.

Although there is still a lot of work to be done for complete FX-bar scheme characterizations of various classes of (Romanian) verbs,
we designed here and in [9] detailed solutions that constitute a de-
tailed solutions to VG analysis. The keypoint for the local, clause-level
syntactic structures relies on the predicational feature and the newly
defined *lexical predications* attached to the VG semantic head (see sub-
sections 1.1, 1.2, and section 2), within the framework of FX-bar theory
and lexical semantics – intensional logic formalism.

### 3.4 Examples of FX-bar Schemes Applied to VGs

In this subsection we expose several (linearized) FX-bar schemes (Fig-
ure 4), derived from the general FX-bar scheme (see Figure 2 above
and [10], [11]), that mimics the decomposition model of the involved
VSGs of the VG, described in previous subsections.

![Diagram showing FX-bar schemes applied to VGs](image-url)
Functional FX-bar Projections of the (Romanian) Verbal Group and...
Nu prea aş fi putut să i-o mai fi împrumutat
Functional FX-bar Projections of the (Romanian) Verbal Group and…

Tot nu i l-aș mai fi putut da
Figure 4. Examples of linearized FX-bar schemes for VGs
4 Conclusions

There is still a large quantity of linguistic data, some of them with subtle variations, to be analyzed as interesting for VG substructures, i.e. VSGs. In terms of FX-bar projections (Section 2), our aim is to reveal and classify as (unitary) VGs the categories and sorts of verbal and nominal predicates, looking for consistent VSGs (when they exist) and all the FX-bar projections as intermediate syntactic-semantic layers situated between the finite clause, its VG predicate (which includes the lexical or virtual clitics as VG linking indices), and the VG semantic (predicational) head. The significance of such an analysis should be remarkable: clearing up the regime of predication, the status of verbal and nominal predicate (as VGs), the structure and role of VSGs as verbal operators successively composing to re-construct the VG, thus the configuration of local (clause-level) and global (discourse segment) text structures. As current and future research topics, we consider that the present results on classical syntax of VG can provide the development basis for Topic-Focus Articulation (TFA) [15] and linking algorithms [28] at the clause/ sentence level, to reveal the information structure (IS) syntax at the global (inter-clausal and discursive) level and the configuration of the syntax-prosody interface for Romanian [14], [15].
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